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Abstract 

In dimensional X-ray CT (dXCT), the definition of a resolution describing parameter (metrological structural resolution) is not 

standardized conclusively yet. The instrument transfer function (ITF) is currently being discussed in national and international 

standardization bodies as one candidate for such a parameter. The ITF describes the wavelength-dependent transfer of a surface 

modulation – which is the main focus of dXCT – in contrast to the modulation transfer function (MTF), a well-known parameter 

which describes the grey-value amplitude transfer function after volume reconstruction without including a surface 

determination. 

In this article, a practical implementation of two differently sized new ITF reference standards is presented. Their idea is to use 

a height profile – with nearly constant spectral amplitude and bandwidth-limited – which is extended periodically. This profile 

is diamond-turned on the outer side of a tube and can be segmented to obtain identical pieces. One piece is calibrated pars pro 

toto with a high-resolution tactile scanner (HRTS) to obtain the reference ITF. Comparisons, CT parameter dependency tests 

and simulations highlight the benefit of this new type of standards for the determination of the ITF as a measure for resolution. 
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1    Concept 

The metrological structural resolution describes the size of the smallest surface structure — being a single surface in a small 

spatial domain — that can still be measured dimensionally correct to a given limit under given rated operating conditions. It is 

intended as a resolution statement of a – locally single – surface element, known from a priori information (i.e. no lamellae, 

pores, gaps, contact points, etc.). The surface is completely described by a mesh of points, given by their coordinates, which 

are the output of the dXCT system including the complete chain of data acquisition, reconstruction and surface computation. 

The ITF is an approximation using linear system theory. It describes the amplitude response over the spatial frequency of the 

measured surface, described by coordinates, in comparison to the true surface, e.g. as explained in [1]. For the ISO 10360 

series of standards, the committee ISO TC 213 WG 10 is discussing to use a criterion based on the ITF as a quantitative 

measure for the metrological structural resolution. An ITF based resolution test would realize a black box test comprising the 

complete measurement chain as common in ISO 10360. 

The use of a linear, “aperiodically” profiled specimen to determine the ITF as a measure of the metrological structural 

resolution was recently published, e.g., in [2], where ITF is called the “amplitude transfer function”. The features listed below 

make the use of an ITF standard for dXCT more practical and traceable:  

   - a repeated profile with a defined period (concept known from roughness measurement standards named D1 and D2 in [3]) 

   - a constant amplitude spectrum until the lower cut-off spatial wavelength is reached, after which a zero amplitude is used 

   - axial profiles created on a tube surface by means of a diamond lathe and segmentation in order to obtain 16 identical pieces 

   - traceable calibration of one piece pars pro toto on a tactile low-force high-resolution tactile scanner [4]. 

The profile’s periodicity simplifies registration in profile direction, as every axially shifted profile of the period length yields 

the same FFT spectrum. The cylindrical shape makes it easier to register the radial coordinate and average them over the 

azimuth to reduce noise. 

In practice, the spatial amplitude spectrum of a reference standard is not constant – as designed – and therefore must be 

calibrated. In the subsequent use, the calibration data serves as the reference for the normalization of the ITF – if deviations 

from a flat response are not negligible at all. As a resolution criterion it is a reasonable proposal, to define a threshold 

wavelength ����
(�) = 	/���

(�)
, respectively a resolved wavenumber ���

(�)
 related to the period length of the profile 	, where the 

ITF first falls below a certain limit � (see Figure 1, left). For wavenumbers per length smaller than this, it is sure, that a 

sinusoidal component is transferred with a sufficient amplitude fidelity. Special attention must be paid to the influence of noise 

with a resulting non-smooth characteristic of the ITF as the value of the first transgression of the threshold limit becomes 

volatile. When the ITF is fitted by a Gaussian curve, in approximation, the amplitude transfer of a rectangular surface structure 

can be calculated from the limit wavelength. An example for a limit of � = 80 % of the ITF and the measured profile of an 

originally rectangular profile 125 µm in width is shown in Figure 1, right. For ����
(�.�) = ��� µm the center height is about 55 % 

of the original. This percentage increases with decreasing ����
(�.�)

 – for  ����
(�.�) = ��� µm /� the center height already exceeds 

97.5 %, which could be considered sufficiently precise for a dimensional measurement of a small structure in the absence of 

other given tolerances. 
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 Figure 1, left: Concept of the threshold wavelength, resolved wavenumber and limit wavelength of the ITF for a given threshold of 80%.  

Right: Example of the effect on a rectangular structure with 125 µm width for different sizes of the threshold wavelength. 

2    Realization 

2.1    Reference standards 

To realize different scales, two differently sized reference standards were manufactured from a Fe/Cu/Pb-free aluminum tube 

material (see Fig. 2). Each of the two standards was made from a tube with a diameter of 36 (18) mm and a length of 12.7 (4.0) 

mm for a period length L = 10 (2) mm. The standards are diamond turned by means of a circular diamond tool with a known 

radius (~ 5 µm). The profile was generated by setting an empty amplitude array to a fixed value for the first 100 wavenumbers �. 

The phase array was filled with seeded random numbers. Thus, the bandwidth limitation is 100 waves per period length 

(� = 100). Transformation to position space yielded the profile required (r(z) in Fig. 2). The use of the dimensionless 

wavenumber quantity � avoids uncertainty due to the calibration value of � and makes the spectrum applicable in a generic way. 

The dimensionless counterpart in form measurement of cylindrical surfaces is similarly upr (“undulation per round”) [5,6]. The 

machine coordinates were corrected by means of the radius of curvature of the diamond – the maximum amplitude of the profile 

was restricted to the minimum radius of the curvature, which had to be bigger than the tool radius. To facilitate comparisons to 

typical optical measurements, additionally, the maximum slope should not exceed an angle of ± 20°. Tactile scans are possible, 

at all, with probe radii smaller than the diamond tool radius. For the registration of the z-direction to a cylinder surface, the 

complete profiles contain additionally two collinear ring sections of the same radius at both ends (see Fig. 2, right). An arbitrary 

surface point is used for � = 0 and indicates also the �-direction. From the existing CAD-files in STEP format, STL-files of 

different simplification and size were extracted to serve as virtual standards for simulations. 

 

   

Figure 2, left: profile design. Center: photos of reference standards with 2 mm and 10 mm period length. The full profiles are 10 % larger.  

Right: CT data coordinate registration to a fitted cylinder and an arbitrary point (� = 0 & �-direction) in VG StudioMax® 3.2. 
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2.2    Profile evaluation 

The dXCT measurement can easily and robustly be registered to the cylinder as z-axis and an arbitrary point in the center. This 

point defines the zero point of the axial (z-)value and the y-direction. Only the profiled area is selected and extracted as region 

of interest for extraction. These � extracted surface points are transformed into cylinder coordinates. Their quantity is high, 

much higher than necessary to fulfill the Nyquist criterion for the subsequent discrete Fourier transform (DFT), but very noisy. 

Moreover, they are not equidistant in respect of their z-value – that depends on how the meshing grid is orientated to the z-axis 

and might be clustered at voxel boundaries. Two tasks have to be solved before the DFT: first, an adaptive filtering, and second, 

an equidistant resampling with reduction of the number of points. Figure 3 illustrates the chosen approach.  

 

 

 Figure 3: Schematic workflow diagram for profile data processing. Before the convolution outliers could be removed. 

The main aspect of the adaptive filtering is, that the convolution with a filter kernel – chosen triangular for simplicity – is not 

only executed over �( !), when ( !) are the exported mesh points, but simultaneously over �" #$ and �" #$, because they are 

equipollent coordinates. The index % is the new index after sorting it according to their z-value.  In regions with a low density of 

points, the convolution with a kernel size of a fix number of neighbored indices corresponds to an adjacent average over a larger 

interval in z-direction. The kernel width has to be chosen carefully. It can be optimized by iteratively increasing the width so far, 

as the main course of the ITF is not interfered. If necessary, outliers should be recognized and removed before convolving by 

use of a robust filter. For that purpose, the first run could be used as reference for a second iteration.   

Special attention has to be paid to the resampling interval: it must be the exact length of periodicity � divided by an integer 

number &. The DFT over & elements give only the designed spectrum, if this is commensurable – small deviations lead very 

quick to systematic noise. Normally, the accuracy of length measurement of a dXCT is sufficient, but a little variation of the 

resampling interval can be used for an exact scale fit, when using the deviation from the spectral flat top property of the standard 

as the penalty function. This is of high interest for scale traceability in dXCT – better than relative 10-4 on a 2 mm scale are tested 

to be feasible. 

 

2.3    Comparative measurements using different sensor principles 

For the first inspection of the reference standards shown in section 2.1, a topographical ALICONA Infinitefocus® G5 optical 

coordinate measuring system with a 50 objective and an NA of 0.6 was used.  The complete profile is the result of a software 

stitching process. Thus, deviations are expected for low wavenumbers. Noise was reduced by lateral averaging over 5 µm in 

width. The calibration of the standards is performed with PTB’s HRTS instrument [4]. This scanner has undergone improvements 

since this publication in 2011 by means of better glass scales and interferometric calibrations. Its diamond-tip radius of about 

1.5 µm can be neglected initially. The force perpendicular to the standard’s surface is about 70 µN and impresses the surface 

slightly. Other experiments with comparison to optical instruments have shown that the force has no relevant effect on the scale 

needed here. For the optical and the tactile measurement, the scan was adjusted thoroughly to the crown line. The slope in scan 

direction was fitted by an optimization method. The resulting profiles and spatial amplitude spectra are shown in Figure 4, left.  
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Figure 4, left: tactile scan profiles and their Fourier spectra for both standards shown in Figure 2 with periods L = 10 (2) mm. 

Right: comparison to spectra of optical and CT measurements up to 130 wavelengths per period L (wavenumbers). 

The dashed lines show the first fall below the 80 % limit  for the actual curve (thick) and the linear fit (thin). 

 

The comparison of the tactile and optical measurements described above with dXCT measurements are plotted in Figure 4, right. 

The CT measurements were performed on a NIKON MCT 225 with a voxel size of 8 (3.5) µm at 90 kV & 7 W and optimal 

focus (~ 5 µm vertical, ~ 8 µm horizontal) using the standards in vertical (horizontal) orientation for period length of 10 (2) mm. 

For visual orientation, linear fit lines are shown: the tactile transfer function decreases about 1.5 (9) % at 100 wavenumbers, 

while the optical measurements decrease by 5 (25) %. The ITF is the ratio of the respective spectrum to the tactile reference 

spectrum. For the CT, the decrease is different: for L = 10 mm, the amplitude decreases by 5 %, for L = 2 mm by 50 %.  

For the standard with L = 2 mm a threshold limit of 80 % is undercut from the optical and dXCT measurement. Reading out  

the limit wavenumber per period (wavelength) depends on whether the actual spectral amplitude is regarded or the fitted trend 

(see Fig. 4). The results are volatile to noise. In this case even the tactile measurement features noise of the same size, so that the 

noise can be assumed to be not systematically; the fit lines should be used. From Fig. 4, right can be seen, that the spectral 

amplitudes for � ( 100 fall instantaneously to zero – this indicates a low non-linearity contribution, as in the dominant non-

linear case higher harmonics and sidebands should generate a gradually falling amplitude contribution for � ( 100. For further 

remarks to non-linearity see e.g. [7].  

 

2.4    Example of beam power dependence of a dXCT system 

For the demonstration of the application of the L = 10 mm standard, dXCT measurements with different power were performed. 

Figure 5 shows the result for 7 W, 25 W, 75 W, 180 W and additionally a simulation with an assumed focus size of 80 µm 

(FWHM). The measurement system is the MCT 225 with the original reconstruction software CT Pro 3D v3.1 – based on filtered 

back-projection – and surface computation with VG Studiomax® v3.2 in advanced mode. The ITF is calculated by division by 

the tactile reference values. For the simulation, the aRTist simulation tool [8] is used to generate the projection images. 

Reconstruction and surface computation are identical to the experiments. 

 

Figure 5: Power dependence of the ITF measured with the 10 mm reference standard. For reference, a simulation of known focus is added. 

Dashed lines represent Gaussian fits, the marked inset shows a systematic deviation to be found in all curves alike.  

The green dashed lines illustrate the determination of the limit wave number for a threshold of 80 % for the 25 W curve:  

Point A is determined with the original data, Point B with the fitted Gaussian. The inset highlights a prominent irregularity pattern.   
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At very low wavenumbers (≤ 5, i.e. wavelength ≥ 2 mm) more irregular deviations are visible. This corresponds to form error 

and is neglected here. Due to the auto-defocus function for source protection the focus size increases with power. Thus, in the 

further course the curves seem to fall gaussian-like – the higher the power, the steeper. It starts Gaussian-like but flatten at about 

50 % amplitude level. 

Upon closer examination, there are systematic structures of deviation (exemplary: black inset, marked with arrows in Fig. 5) 

from the fitted model in size of up to ± 10 %. These deviations are correlated for all curves – even the simulation. As the relative 

fraction increases with higher focus size it is supposed that it could be caused by a mismatch between the model assumption for 

the reconstruction algorithm and the actual focus and pixel size (voxel size is 8 µm at magnification of 25). So far known, the 

reconstruction software considers only a point-like source. Nevertheless, with a threshold criterion for a definition of the 

metrological structural resolution, these systematic deviations lead to an earlier exceeding of the limits (cf. points A, B in Fig. 5). 

 

2.5    Systematic investigations with simulation 

The exemplary simulation in the previous section shows the benefit of simulations for the description of the structural resolution. 

For that purpose it is needed, first of all, an STL-file of sufficient quality. This is generated from a CAD-model of the � = 10 mm 

standard and exported with a given maximum error parameter of 1 µm (FreeCAD v0.17). As a necessary condition its ITF should 

be perfect, if the subsequent evaluation steps are proceeded. In Figure 6, curve (1), the result is shown, when imported in VG 

StudioMax® and it is evaluated in the same manner as experimental data, obtained after surface determination. There are random 

deviations from about ± 2 % of the spectral amplitude. Direct calculation of the spectral amplitude from the corner points of the 

STL, as described in Figure 3, give no deviation. From that it can be concluded, that the import- or/and the export-filter or the 

coordinate registration of the StudioMax® software induce these deviations. Nevertheless, it is sufficient to determine the main 

course and to fit Gaussian curves, )*+ = ,-.//"01/$ , where 2 represents a measure for the resolution and � is the wavenumber. 

 

 
Figure 6: Simulation of the ITF for different settings (see text). Gaussian curves are fitted to get 2 as a measure for the change in resolution. 

To answer the question of the influence of source and detector properties on the ITF, different numerical experiments were 

performed (see Fig. 6): The conditions were similar to the experiments in section 2.4. I.e. the geometrical magnification was 

25, the detector pitch was 200 µm and the length of period � is 10 mm. In difference to the real experiments, noise can be set 

to zero and was chosen that way. The basic simulation curve is (3): in approximation to a 90 kV broadband tube spectrum, a 

point-like source and monochromatic spectrum of 35 keV photons was assumed. For the width 2 of its fitted ITF it emerges a 

value of 254 waves per period – here the Gaussian falls to 60.7 % (,-3/0). The same result was found for analog simulations, 

when it was used instead the 90 kV spectrum with appropriate beam-hardening correction or when it was introduced, virtually, 

the scintillator afterglow of CsI for the detector. Thus, the width of the spectrum and the detector afterglow do not interfere with 

the resolution.    

The reason for the decrease of (3) could be the finite number of rotary position images (3000) but is rather supposed the finite 

detector pitch. As shown in Figure 7, a square detector pixel of 200 µm corresponds to a square focal spot of 8 µm (virtual pixel), 

when the object is approximated to be very flat – this is not negligible, as 250 waves on 10 mm length are 40 µm wavelength. 

To investigate this, in Figure 6, curve (4), the detector was virtually binned to 400 µm pixel size (1k  1k). and in curve (5) it 

was computed a with a Gaussian focal spot with 10 µm (FWHM) size. As expected, the resolution becomes worse with binning, 

but more with the 10 µm source extent. Surprisingly the resolution becomes better (see curve (2)), when a realistic point-spread 

function (PSF) was used for the detector model (100 µm broadening and ~ 10 % long-range scatter). This might give a better 

rotation-invariant response, than only from the quadratic pixels, but is not explained yet. However, the exactness of the function 

of the aRTist simulation tool [8] has to be kept in mind. 
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Particularly, this simulation tool becomes very computational time consuming, when extended focal spots have to be computed. 

The reason is that it is based on ray-tracing – and so very efficient and quick – but in case of a focal spot, it has to be segmented 

in point-like sources of different strengths. Every source needs its own simulation run. Figure 7, right, shows the idea of 

equivalence of extended focal spots and detector blur, that can be calculated quickly. This is an approximation using the intercept 

theorem, as it could only be applied for flat objects in the plane of the rotation axis. For prove of the practicability two simulations 

were made, shown in Figure 7, left. For one simulation a focal spot size of 50 µm (FWHM) was chosen – at magnification 25 – 

the image on the detector is then 4 = 1250 µm (FWHM). The conversion to the Gaussian width 2 gives 2 =  4/2.355 =
530.8 μm = 2.65 Pixel. This value was chosen to blur the projection images (from Fig. 6, (3)) with the software ImageJ v1.52p. 

After reconstruction and calculation of the ITF both methods differ by about 10 % in 2 of the fitted Gaussians. This is very 

promising but needs more simulations to correct this difference, possibly by an effective magnification for the virtual focus spot 

size. 

  

 Figure 7, left: Comparison of the ITF of a dXCT system with extent focus versus equivalent detector blur.  

Right: Illustration of the equivalence of focus spot size with detector blur and of detector pitch with focus extent. 

3    Summary, discussion and outlook 

A practical and reliable way to measure the ITF with dXCT systems is a necessary precondition for a new definition of the 

metrological structural resolution. In the shown examples the linearity of the measurement chains is obviously sufficient for the 

meaningful use of the ITF approach – in this regard, dXCT seems to be especially robust. For the purpose of ITF measurement, 

it has been proposed to use a cylindrical reference standard – profiled on its outer surface – with a flat, but bandwidth-limited, 

amplitude spectrum. Due to the design with limited slope and curvature, optical / tactile reference measurements are possible, 

staying in their linear range. The coordinate data of the measured surface must be filtered and resampled in cylindrical 

coordinates. On the resulting equidistant profile-curve a discrete Fourier transform is applied to get the ITF, when referenced to 

the calibrated amplitude spectrum of the reference standard.   

Two of these standards with period lengths of 10 (2) mm were produced by commercially available diamond lathes. They have 

about 2 (10) % random deviation from a flat response and a 2 (10) % systematic decrease in the ITF for up to 100 wavenumbers. 

The standards were calibrated with PTB’s HRTS tactile scanner, which spatial frequency response is assumed negligible, 

indicated by tests. With both standards together, spatial wavelengths from 10 mm down to 20 µm are represented and the ITF 

can be determined from 0.1 mm-1 to 50 mm-1. With the existent manufacturing and measurement equipment the author expects, 

that it might be extended up to 250 mm-1 for meaningful results. 

For comparison, the standards were measured additionally with an optical high-resolution topographic instrument ALICONA 

G5 and with a NIKON MCT 225 dXCT system with a 2k2 pixel flat-panel detector at 25 (60) geometrical magnification. With 

the tactile scanner a decrease of the ITF – until 100 waves per period length – of 1.5 (9) % was observed and is considered as 

property of the manufacturing process. The ITF using the optical system shows a decrease of 5 (25) % – possibly due to stitching 

artefacts. For the dXCT system used and at magnification of 25, the resolution (decrease of 5 % at 100 waves per 10 mm) is 

mainly limited by the detector pitch. At magnification of 60, the resolution (decrease of 50% at 100 waves per 2 mm) is 

considered to be limited by the X-ray spot-size. 

Measurements with the 10 mm standard (25 magnification) demonstrate the dependence of the ITF on the X-ray spot-size by 

variation of the beam power – with increasing beam-power the X-ray source of the dXCT system is auto-defocussed. The ITF 

falls firstly Gaussian-like over the spatial frequency, but then obviously slower, when the amplitudes are smaller than 50 %. If 

the geometrical magnified focus size is bigger than the detector pixel size the ITF falls more rapid than expected and features a 

non-smooth characteristic. A simulation with an 80 µm (FWHM) extended spot size verifies that behavior. 
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These simulations were done using a sufficiently resolved STL-model of the standard and the aRTist simulation tool [8]. They 

can be used for the design and for diagnostics of dXCT systems to improve their resolution – results for varying detector pitch, 

spot-size, afterglow of the detector scintillator and point-spread function of the detector were shown. The extension of the focal 

spot-size could be substituted by its size times the geometrical magnification as a detector blurring. This saves much 

computational effort with the – ray tracing – simulation tool. The consideration of the ITF is a possible way to point up the limits 

of this approximation. Basically, the effect of all influence factors on the resolution – inclusive hardware misalignments, 

reconstruction software settings and surface finding algorithms – can and should be investigated by an assessment of the ITF on 

this way of simulation. For evaluation purposes the author can supply the STL-files of these reference standards. 

In summary, criterions based on the measurement of the ITF of dXCT systems promise to become a feasible and ostensive 

definition for the structural resolution. It is equally applicable to other coordinate measurement systems and has the potential for 

a future cross-procedural use. On the other side the ITF reveals shortcomings for this use: it is not defined locally but over a 

certain profile length. It requires a constant resolution in space and direction, and a constant scale over the profile length – a 

locally defined structural resolution would not require it. E.g. stitching artefacts reduce the ITF and coordinate measurement 

accuracy but wouldn’t affect details to be resolved. Non-linear response, as often known from optical sensors, leads to frequency 

mixing with systematic deviations and subsequent uncertainty. For gathering of experience, studies with these and only locally 

sensitive standards are ongoing, using different dXCT systems and investigating more parameter dependencies. Further open 

points are the uncertainty of the ITF-determination and the dependence of geometrical measurement errors on the ITF. 
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